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Abstract— One of the most promising technology is Peer-to-Peer. Each peer acts as a client and server so every
peer is accounted for the downloading and uploading of files. Though frequently compared to client server model it
is altogether distinct to it. Therefore it is also known as single system program so at that instance each peer can act
as client/server. Content distribution or file sharing or dissemination of information of the file is one of the most
important application. Besides this, the other applications include publications and dissemination of software,
content delivery network, streaming media and multicast streaming. It also allows on demand content delivery.
Science networking, searching and communication are other applications of peer to peer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Peer-to-Peer file sharing technology is growing at an unprecedented rate. Each
peer can perform like both client and server and that sets them apart from the client server model.
File can be shared depending upon the bandwidth and the peer possessing larger bandwidth is
given the precedence followed by the other. Suppose the key server is sharing the file to client
and another peer requests for file sharing, the key server will put together an arrangement for the
requested peer. And the client receiving the file at this time will transfer the file to the client
which is making the request. In this scenario it is free for anyone to operate as a client and
server. Therefore the amount of the file transferred will be larger and at a higher speed. It comes
handy for downloading a video file from the net. The files can be shared by utilizing the
techniques such as MCC, FIFO, LFU, and LRU. When a file wishes to share from the server, it
will apparently look for the peer which possess a higher bandwidth [15].
Peers with similar bandwidth experiences LFU (low frequently used). So the peer which is not
used frequently will receive the file. In peer to peer the files are stored in the cache memory in
the server. When the cache memory is completely occupied it will then erase the files on the
basis of first in first out (FIFO). The file which is deleted first will be the one which was first in.
It is the responsibility of the cache to locate the client having the necessary file. This memory
enables the files to be transferred between peer to peer. The capacity of the cache memory is up
to 1024mb equivalent to 1kb.It will follow the following technique when the cache is completely
occupied. Peer to peer enables many users to work simultaneously. Therefore it is considered as
the best file sharing network. Depending on the bandwidth, the peers will be separated as clusters
[2] with each cluster consisting a definite bandwidth.
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For example cluster1 contains 1mbps bandwidth, cluster 2 contains 2mbps and similarly each
clusters comprises of different bandwidth. Within each cluster many peers will be separated
wherein every peer will possess similar bandwidth. In this peer to peer, all the peers will be
linked in corresponding manner [1], [8]. There is no restriction as who should act as a client and
who should be a server. This property enables to not only share video file but even some digital
files and some computer files, books, movies, music and games. This particular P2P software
enables to look for client at nearest proximity in the P2P network and conveys the file. The Fig.1
shows the client Server Model and peers (nodes) of P2P network will be end user computer
system interconnected between the internets. Scientist Gnutella and kazaa were the first to
develop this new P2P file sharing method.

Fig 1: Client Server Model

2. RELATED WORK
In the year 1999, the earlier peer to peer file sharing method was developed by NAPSTER.
Following the death of NAPSTER, gnutella and kazaa developed the new peer to peer file
sharing network [7] . The old Peer to Peer file sharing was based on the central server system
and enabled sharing of only music files effectively. Following extensive research, the system has
developed to a great extent and any kind of files can be transferred utilizing this peer to peer file
sharing technique. Unlike the client server model, this method is connected parallel and is known
as decentralized and dispersed design [3][1].
The structured p2p is organized by some definite standard and some algorithms. Some of the real
time examples of structured P2P are some of the network computer workstations [5].
Unstructured P2P computer architecture consists of three types of models as follows:It is a
democratization of every peer group nodes. They are two forms in order to accomplish the route:
One of the probable structuring is direct messaging. It is communicated through peer group
members until an object of the member group is found. Further it must establish the members in
HORIZON group. Horizon means limit of visibility from the node generating the query. Another
probable way for attaining the routing structure is distributed catalog. It necessities an
energetically balanced catalog because it is indexed as parameter and searches as distributed
catalog. This may also be not very efficient but it is very safe to work.
It is becoming increasingly challenging for ISPs because of the unprecedented growth of P2P
applications consuming humongous bandwidth resources. So, it is paramount to handle P2P
traffic efficiently and simultaneously protecting the P2P user interest. This paper primarily focus
on analysing current mainstream P2P optimization strategies and implement NRDA technology.
This technology permits ISPs to manage P2P traffic efficiently and independently on certain
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links and also to respond quickly in case of an abrupt necessity of resources. By and large, the
planning of network resources are executed by the NRDA and it also offers resource planning
capability to the ISPs [11]. Most of the video streaming services are developed for wired
networks. But the challenge is to stream it in wireless environment which demands several
alterations. Through an logical representation, this paper proposes a performance evaluation
model of the traffic behaviour which bears a resemblance to the network interactions during a
video transmission. In wireless environment, when the number of nodes increases the quality of
video degrades due to collisions. Therefore, P2P-TV applications should be integrated from
lower layers to meet the level of quality requirements. The throughput parameter is determined
by this model and the network performance is evaluated precisely [13].
3. HYBRID P2P
It is an overlay routing structure consisting of super peers and leaf nodes. Hence leaf nodes are
connected in star network and super peers act as shield to the leaf nodes [8]. Addressing is partly
efficient and it is not safe. Furnished below are few of the benefits of the peer to peer network:
Operating system is not needed in this network. Unlike the client server model, a specialized
complex network set up is not required. It can be created with ease and does not demand any
superior knowledge. Server is not so pricey because of the fact that an individual client can act as
a server when uploading a file to another user. If one of the peers does not succeed in sharing, it
will not disturb any other part of the network. It would be just occupied with another work of
sharing and will remain unavailable to other peers. Compared to the client server model, the file
sharing will be at a higher speed. Easy availability and reduced cost is another big benefit of
peer to peer network. So it enables users to utilize it in low cost. Peer to peer has well tested
peers, it will not have the peers which is not ready to share the file among another peer i.e. well
tested simplicity.
It doesn’t require a dedicated server. Anyone can act as server and anyone can act as client, so
any computer can access both server and workstation. Some of the potential problems faced by
the users with Peer to Peer software are Bandwidth utilization, copyright infringement, and
security issues.It also face some troubleshooting network problem, A computer may fail to
process for many reasons this one of the basic reason for the problems in P2p networking. If it is
not working problem it will affect the entire home networking to stop functioning. The Fig.3
illustrated the model diagram of P2P Networks. Proposed Algorithm: Algorithm for Peer
Registration
Algorithm_PeerInfo_Registration
Begin
List PeerInfo, RegisteredPeer;
ForEach Registration;
String TimeStamp;
String TimeStamp = String.Format("FreeFile
Peer Created at :Zeroth Position”)
DateTime.Now.ToShortTimeString ();
Registration.Comment = TimeStamp;
Try
Registration.Start();
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Begin
IF
In order to give the essential files to other peers, the FileTransfer Service Host class enables each
peer as a server host. The TCP protocol is utilized for conveying the data among peers.
Depending on the peer host name the DoHost() method gets an address. Subsequently an
interface is added who applied the Service Contract feature. Hence, to make its methods
reachable around service each peer publishes a service to the outside world. The Table 1
illustrated algorithm for file transferring service in P2P systems

4.CONCLUSION
One of the most promising technology in the internet world is the P2P network. After the multicore processor is developed the P2P network will achieve unprecedented worth in the web. This
study is a complete survey paper providing details about P2P networks. My survey provides
types of P2P computing algorithms. Currently every field depends on computer and its various
application. Therefore it is highly essential to design state-of-art P2P systems for video on
demand service.
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